Lverage Technology launch a new product- HOT Pet (High-speed Optical Transceiver Power Meter) II is designed for 40 Gbps ~ 400 Gbps optical networking power meters. The full name of HOT Pet is High-Speed Optical Transceiver Power Meter. Also it is approved by Taiwan government agencies.

Because modules above 40G contain 4 or 8 channels, its biggest advantage is that it can measure and display the output power of 4 or 8 channels of SFP at the same time. It can test SR4、LR4、ER4、ZR4、CWDM4、PSM4 SR8、LR8、ER8、FR8、DR8 ..., according to different types of modules, with matching Adaptors. The memory can record 600 data and data downloaded via USB Connections. The battery can last 6 hours.